Animal Alphabet Adventure
At the Oxford University Museum

Ready to go on an animal alphabet adventure? Discover 26 animals which can be found in our museum. Each animal starts with a different letter of the alphabet. Print out the wordsearch. Look up, down, across and diagonally for the animals.

| A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |
| ALBATROSS | BUSHBABY | COCKROACH | DODO | ELEPHANT | FLAMINGO | GIRAFFE | HEDGEHOG | IBIS | JAY | KINGFISHER | LACEWING | MARLIN | NEWT | OCTOPUS | PENGUIN | QUAIL | REINDEER | STICK INSECT | TRILOBITE | UTahraptor | VELOCIRAPTOR | WOOLLY MAMMOTH | XRAY FISH | YELLOW NECKED MOUSE | ZEBRA |

DID YOU FIND THEM ALL?
If you thought that was easy, you might look for more animals in the grid. These are all hiding somewhere:

- AMMONITE
- APE
- ASS
- BADGER
- BAT
- BEE
- BOAR
- BUG
- CONCH
- CROCODILE
- DINOSAUR
- DOG
- DOVE
- EEL
- EGRET
- ELK
- Gnat
- GOAT
- HART
- HERON
- HOBBIT
- KOALA
- Llama
- Merlin
- MOA
- MOOSE
- GNAT
- Muntjac
- Narwhal
- Nene
- Otter
- Pangolin
- Rabbit
- Rat
- Red Ant
- Rudd
- Sable
- Seal
- Shag
- Shua
- Spoonbill
- Swan
- Swift
- TEGU
- Tench
- Tiger
- Tit
- Toad
- Toucan
- Trout

Some of these animals are extinct - do you know which ones they are?